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Nail Polish VICTORIA VYNN
PURE CREAMY HYBRID 237
Epochal Pink 8 ml Retro Pastel

Price 27,00 zł

Previous price 33,00 zł

Availability Always on stock

Shipping time 48 hours

Number 331866

Manufacturer Victoria Vynn

Product description
- Pure Retro Pastel is a collection of lacquers inspired by the past.
- The pastel colors of the lacquers intertwine with iconic retro clothes and accessories, creating surprising, stylish
combinations.
- We never say enough to pastels.
- Minimalism and elegance does not exclude creativity.
- Retro Pastel collection includes 5 colors, and each of them is a ready idea for spring nails.
- They look great solo, in monochromatic styling "from head to toe", but also in contrasting combinations.

Creamy hybrid polishes Pure Creamy Hybrid – made using a modern, safe formulas which last up to 4 weeks.
The colors of Pure hybrid polishes are created based on current trends and our cusomers’ needs to highlight their
beautiful hands.
100% satisfaction after application of the first layer.
Pure hybrid polishes cured in LED lamps.
creamy consistency
self-leveling
safe
non-aggresive formula, without an irritating odor
cured only in a LED lamp
glass nails effect after application of the Pure Creamy Hybrid Top
flat brush made especially for the PURE formula

Size: 8 ml

CONTRAINDICATIONS:

changes in the nail plate
inflammatory or allergic conditions
injuries to nails and their surroundings
ingrown and cylindrical nails
hypersensitivity to any component of the product

PRECAUTIONS:

keep away from children
avoid contact with skin and eyes
use according to purpose
do not use in case of hypersensitivity to any component of the product
if an adverse reaction or hypersensitivity occurs, e.g. burning sensation, itching, redness, etc., the product should be
discontinued
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apply only to a healthy and  undamaged nail plate
for professional use only
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